
Tour Description «Basel special: Captain Hook»

Ahoy, dear kids! Who of you knows Kleinhüningen and the Rhine port with its boats? Or the little
fischermen's huts and the big silos? Print the pages and go ahead - have fun!

Place 1: Kleinhüningen Hochbergstrasse

We begin near the Kleinhüningen terminus tram station,
cross the River Wiese and look at the paintings on the
Restaurant Schiff.
Look for the fisherman. How many fish is he catching in his
net?

1 = E

2 = G

3 = O

4 = F

Now go along the Dorfstrasse to the junction with the
Neuhausstrasse.

Extended Description
The paintings at the restaurant ship were done by the Basel
based artist Burkhard Mangold (1873-1950). They were
created in 1927.

Kleinhüningen Restaurant
zum Schiff
The river nearby is the "Wiese"
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Place 2: Dorfstrasse / Neuhausstrasse

On the corner of the Dorfstrasse/Neuhausstrasse, look for a
mural with an inscription. Who is shown there?

Kuno = B

Christophorus = L

Attila = R

Etzel = E

Walk on a short distance to the next park/square.

Extended Description
It is said that the king of the Huns passed by Kleinhueningen - he is pictured on the coat of
arms of Kleinhueningen.

Place 3: Dorfstrasse Kleinhüningen/park and square

Carry on along the Dorfstrasse to the park/square. A
restaurant used to stand here. What was it called? (See the
board):

Schlüssel = T

Kreuz = C

Drei König = H

Krone = E

Now walk diagonally across the square (towards
Hochhaus/Lagerhalle, with the same picture of the person
that you saw previously on the wall) and carry on into the
Schulgasse.

Extended Description
in previous time people liked to go to this restaurant to eat
fresh fish. It is said that students and professors swam down
the Rhine (accompanied by barges with clothes), in order to
eat here. 

Place 4: Schulgasse 16

In the street with the fishermen's houses: house no. 16 -
look for a staircase. How many steps does it have?

10 = I

12 = A

13 = L

14 = K

Coat of arms odf
Kleinhüningen on a
warehouse
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Go around the house and take the small path.

Place 5: Kleinhüningen Friedhofgasse

Follow the small Friedhof path and look left into the gardens.
You will see another small house there. What are the
shutters fastened with? 

Hooks = A

Bolts = T

A wooden peg = N

Place 6: Kleinhüningen Dorfkirche

The path rejoins the Dorfstrasse. Go left again until you can
see the church. Can you find out when it was built? 

1710 = C

1740 = G

1741 = P

1810 = R

If you stand at the corner of the house (in front of the
church), you can see a small painting on the wall of the
house with four Fs on it. It is an old saying associated with gymnasts. 

What do the four F's stand for?

frisch, fromm, fröhlich, frei (fresh, pious, cheerful, free) = A

fit, flott, froh, fun (fit, sporty, cheerful, fun) = H

frisch, fromm, fröhlich, forsch(fresh,pious,cheerful,forceful) = L

Carry on along Dorfstrasse past the schoolhouse to the Clavelgut.

Place 7: Kleinhüningen/Clavelgut

In the Clavelgut: 
Find the Roman cargo ship (discovered in Trier). There are
16 men's heads - how many oars are shown at the front
(excluding the rudder at the back):

20 = T

21 = K

22 = P

24 = V

and it's travelling along the Rhine:

upstream = T
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upstream = T

downstream = L

crosswise = G

There is an old fisherman's house in the same area: which family lives there (look at the sign):

Clavel = O

Bernoulli = I

Bürgin = A  

Extended Description
The Clavel mansion is a former country estate from the 18th century, which used to be owned
by the Clavel family for a long time.

Place 8: Kleinhüningen Bernoulli-Silo

At the rail tracks you can see the first high-rise building in
Basel. It is a brick construction with a tower: the Bernoulli
Silo. What is stored in it?

Sugar beet = E

Coal = K

Cereal = I

Sand = S

Now you have to go back to the Schifferhau entrance and
carry straight on through Weilerstrasse to
Kleinhüninger-Anlage, the street with the tram rails. Turn
right.
On the way back towards Wiese you can see the entrance to
the Catholic church on the right. There is a large ship's
anchor in front of it. What is the name of the saint to whom
the church is dedicated? He is depicted above the entrance.

Christophorus = N

Fidibus = K

Lazarus = P

Now carry on past Wiese, go right then back to Restaurant
Schiff. Look at the figures placed between the paintings. Which animals are depicted on the wall
of the house with the boy with the ship?

Frog, fish, crab = H

Lizard, frog, fish = B

Frog, turtle, crab = W

Carry on along Wiese to the museum. 

Extended Description
The Bernoulli silo is known as the landmark of the harbour and has a straorage capacity of
10,000 tons. It was bulit in 1925. terrace with view (elevator)

Place 9: Westquaistrasse 2

Kleinhüningen Silo
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Now you come to a great museum that tells you all about the
development of navigation on the Rhine. What is it called?
Our Route to
Success = F

the River = B

the Sea = O

Carry on to Dock I ("Hafenbecken I") and the flagpole.
How high is the flagpole?

19m = O

25m = T

30m = F

40m = G 

Can you see the crane to the left next to the dock (Container Terminal)? Find out what weight it
can lift (load bearing capacity). 

35t = D

40t = T

45t = N

50t = K 

Finally, go to the Siloterrasse for a reward! You will find the lift to go up by going back past the
museum and turning left before the tracks. After about 50 metres some steps lead up to the lift
to the Bernoulli Silo. Wheelchair users please note: this is not accessible. For this you can
continue to the Dreiländereck (three country triangle) Tripoint monument.

Useful Hints

Tram Station close to Kleinhüningen Hochbergstrasse (First Place)
Kleinhüningen

Tram Station close to Westquaistrasse 2 (Last Place)
Kleinhüningen

A selection of public toilets close to the tour
Place 1 (Kleinhüningen Hochbergstrasse): Toilette Wiesendamm, Wiesendamm 15
Place 9 (Westquaistrasse 2): Toilette Westquaistrasse, Westquaistrasse 5

Solution

Would you like to know if you found the correct answers to all questions? At the bottom of this page you
can check your answer:
http://www.baleidoskop.ch/en/tours/capitain_hook.html 
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